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The effects of temperature on real time changes in optical density ��OD� of GAFCHROMIC® EBT
film were investigated. The spectral peak of maximum change in absorbance ��max� was shown to
downshift linearly when the temperature of the film was increased from 22 to 38 °C. The �OD
values were also shown to decrease linearly with temperature, and this decrease could not be
attributed to the shift in �max. A compensation scheme using �max and a temperature-dependent
correction factor was investigated, but provided limited improvement. Part of the reason may be the
fluctuations in hydration of the active component, which were found to affect both position of
absorbance peaks and the sensitivity of the film. To test the effect of hydration, laminated and
unlaminated films were desiccated. This shifted both the major and minor absorbance peaks in the
opposite direction to the change observed with temperature. The desiccated film also exhibited
reduced sensitivity to ionizing radiation. Rehydration of the desiccated films did not reverse the
effects, but rather gave rise to another form of the polymer with absorbance maxima upshifted
further 20 nm. Hence, the spectral characteristics and sensitivity of the film can be dependent on its
history, potentially complicating both real-time and conventional radiation dosimetry. © 2008
American Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2975483�
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the use of radiation-induced polymerization
materials for measurement of dose has been gaining increas-
ing importance.1–7 While many of the current polymer
systems are utilized for two- or three-dimensional dose
representation, high spatial resolution offers potential for
successful implementation in point-based measurements.
Radiochromic materials commercially available in
GAFCHROMIC® films �International Specialty Products,
Wayne, NJ� have the desired high spatial resolution8–10 and
are able to provide sufficient signal from a subcubic milli-
meter volume.11,12 Furthermore, they can be made relatively
energy independent,13–15 and have been shown to respond in
real time.11,12 Ultimately, all of these characteristics make
these polymer systems excellent candidates for real-time
point dose measurements on or within the patient during di-
agnosis, treatment, and monitoring of a patient’s pathologies.

Two radiochromic films �MD-55 and EBT� previously in-
vestigated for real-time dosimetry can provide a dose mea-
surement during the irradiation.11,12 However, because poly-
merization proceeds for some time after the radiation pulse,
the development of radiochromic media continues even after
the source of irradiation is turned off.11,12,16–19 This intro-

duces some dose-rate effects in real-time measurements that
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need to be taken into consideration. Dose-rate dependent
variations introduced during real-time measurements have
been quantified for GAFCHROMIC® EBT film and are small
over certain dose and dose rate ranges.20 Thus, accurate real-
time measurements with a quickly polymerizing radiochro-
mic medium, such as that in EBT film, are possible.

While dose-rate dependence can be eliminated by per-
forming the readout 24 h after irradiation and this would be
acceptable in the fractionated radiotherapy regimen, such a
technique would not allow for immediate intervention in the
event of severe over- or underdosing. Real-time dosimetry is
also appealing if one is interested in resolving dose from
multiple segments and beams in a complex IMRT treatment,
whereby multiple pieces of film and several trips into the
room would be necessary with conventionally used film do-
simeters. Incorporating a radiochromic medium as an in vivo
dosimeter may involve positioning a small volume of the
medium onto a tip of an optical fiber. This optical fiber
would guide the light from the appropriately selected inter-
rogation light source to the radiochromic medium. The light
transmitted through the radiochromic medium on the tip of
the fiber would be reflected by a thin coating towards the
same �or a second� fiber. This transmitted light would be
analyzed in real time by a spectrometer, and a dose estimate

would be made from the gathered spectral information. The
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entire dosimeter �i.e., radiochromic medium, reflective sur-
face, optical fiber� would be encased in a biocompatible
sheath, which would allow positioning on or within a patient.
If the entire dosimeter is made to be less than 1 mm in di-
ameter, positioning of the dosimeter within the patient using
a high-gauge needle would be possible and would allow for
real-time in vivo dose measurements at depth.

Before implementing any polymer system as a patient do-
simeter, the underlying reactions and the effects of dose,
dose rate, temperature, and humidity variations on the dose
estimate should be understood. As indicated above, dose and
dose rate dependence of real-time measurements have been
characterized for the two radiochromic media �MD-55 and
EBT�. GAFCHROMIC® MD-55 film was also investigated
for temperature and humidity effects, showing a dependence
of optical density on percent relative humidity.21 The EBT
film, the more sensitive medium of the two, has not been
investigated for humidity dependence, and effects of tem-
perature variations on real-time measurements have not been
characterized. This article investigates the potential of
GAFCHROMIC® EBT as a real-time point in vivo dosimeter
by addressing the effects of temperature and humidity varia-
tions that may arise during its use.

I.A. Chemical background and general experience

The active component in MD-55 and EBT films are
pentacosa-10,12-diynoic acid �PCDA� and the lithium salt of
pentacosa-10,12-diynoic acid �or LiPCDA�, respectively.
They are from a class of materials known as diacetylenes.
These organic molecules contain two conjugated acetylene
groups �carbon-carbon triple bonds�. When in an ordered
state, for example in crystals, monomolecular layers, or mi-
celles, some diacetylenes undergo a 1,4 polymerization reac-
tion initiated by exposure to ionizing radiation. The resulting
diacetylene polymers are intensely colored materials pro-
duced in proportion to the absorbed dose. It has been shown
that for polymerization of diacetylenes similar to that used in
MD-55, the diacetylene monomers should be packed so that
the triple bonds in adjacent monomers are within 0.4 nm.22

The efficiency with which the polymerization proceeds is
related to the intermolecular proximity and relative orienta-
tion of the diacetylene monomer molecules. It is thought to
be likely that the molecular orientation and proximity factors
leading to higher or lower sensitivity will be similar for the
EBT and MD-55 films.

The packing of the monomers generally depends on the
type and size of the end groups in the diacetylene
monomer.23,24 While the molecular packing of the active di-
acetylene monomer in EBT film is not the same as that of
MD-55 film,12 both contain the pentacosa-10,12-diynoate
ion. Thus, the packing of pentacosa-10,12-diynoate ions is
also dependent on the size and chemistry of the cation asso-
ciated with the carboxylate end-group and this leads to dra-
matic differences in sensitivity. The sodium and potassium
salts of PCDA are relatively insensitive to ionizing radiation

and do not undergo significant and useful polymerization at
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doses less than about 1 kGy. In contrast, the parent acid �the
cation is H+� employed in MD-55 film is useful at doses
greater than about 5 Gy, while the lithium salt of PCDA used
in EBT film can be employed at doses as low as 1 cGy.

The atomic conformation of a diacetylene polymer is
slightly different than the atomic conformation in the ordered
monomer due to slight shifting of the acetylenic carbons
upon polymerization. Initially, the structure of the polymer is
constrained within the framework of the surrounding mono-
mer. As the local polymer concentration increases the con-
straints on atomic movement are diminished and the atomic
conformation in the polymer relaxes into a lower energy
form.22 A similar effect on polymer conformation is observed
when the constraints provided by the host monomer are re-
duced at temperatures close to the melting point. A transition
in the structure of the diacetylene backbone is accompanied
by a shift in the absorption peaks, and by a change in length
of polymer chain.25 Such a rearrangement is observed in
MD-55 with increased dose10,21,26,27 and with
temperature.10,11,28 A shift in absorption peak with dose was
not observed for EBT film,12 which leads to a belief that the
conformation of atoms comprising the polymer backbone of
the LiPCDA polymer formed within EBT film is similar to
the backbone of the monomer chain. Whether such a shift
occurs with temperature, and how this would affect real-time
estimation of dose still remains to be determined.

In preparing microparticles of the active LiPCDA compo-
nent two of the authors �Lewis and Varma� have discovered
that two distinct forms can be grown. These forms are de-
scribed as “hair-like” and “plate-like.” The hair-like form
describes particles that have aspect ratio �length:width�
greater than 10:1, in some cases even as high as 1000:1.
Depending on the aspect ratio the particles may appear liter-
ally like hairs, or, for lower aspect ratios appear more like
bristles or rods. The plate-like form describes particles hav-
ing an aspect ratio less than 2:1 and a thickness about 10�
less than the width or length. The hair-like particles, whether
hairs, bristles, or rods all exhibit much greater sensitivity to
radiation exposure than particles of the plate-like form. We
believe that the molecular packing and configuration in the
two forms of lithium LiPCDA is different, and that the inter-
molecular structure of the hair-like form is conducive to
higher radiation sensitivity.

It is possible that these radiochromic media will not meet
every desired criterion8 of an ideal in vivo dosimeter. In this
event, it may be important to understand the relationship of
chemical composition and intermolecular packing to energy
dependence, temperature dependence, and dose rate depen-
dence. The results may provide useful feedback for improv-
ing the design and configuration of the dosimeter, and ulti-
mately lead to better performance. The goal of this work was
to investigate the dependence of the response of the EBT
film upon temperature and its state of hydration.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

Since the radiochromic material under investigation is in-

tended for real-time use, during which the temperature of the
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surroundings �i.e., tissue� and the medium can vary, it is
important to look at the temperature effects in the same man-
ner. In the real-time use of the dosimeter, the medium would
be irradiated at the exact same time as the dose readout via
the optical fiber would occur. That is, the temperature during
irradiation and during readout is one and the same because of
the simultaneity of the two. Hence, for the temperature de-
pendence study, a real-time approach was used for measure-
ments of �OD. On the other hand, humidity of the surround-
ings is not relevant for the intended use of the dosimeter, as
the sensitive medium would be isolated from the tissue by a
barrier to the penetration of water molecules. Thus, real-time
measurements were unnecessary in this case, and the
changes in optical density as well as spectral absorbance
were obtained some time after the end of irradiation, as is
typically done with these films. While care was taken to
make sure the source of ionizing radiation was the same for
a given experiment, this was not the case between the two
sets of experiments. However, using a 6 MV beam for the
temperature dependence study and a 150 kVp beam for the
humidity dependence study should not matter, as EBT was
shown to be energy independent.13 Figure 1 illustrates the
average absorbance spectra obtained during irradiation to
1 Gy with a 6 MV and a 75 kVp beam �data adapted from
another study�.13

II.A. Temperature dependence

A 30 cm�30 cm�4 cm Solid Water™ phantom13 was
designed to have the center �corresponding to the point of
measurement� of the 1 cm�1 cm piece of radiochromic film
located at 1.5 cm depth with the plane of the film perpen-
dicular to the top surface of the phantom. Figure 2 illustrates
the setup, with the top view as seen from the direction of the
ionizing radiation beam. The phantom was further modified
to accommodate two plastic hoses �1.2 cm diameter� for wa-
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FIG. 1. Change in absorbance spectra for EBT film exposed to 1 Gy with
6 MV and 75 kVp beams. Each spectrum is an average of five spectra from
five different films, with error bars representative of one standard deviation
in measurement �1�� at the given wavelength.
ter circulation. The water flow and water temperature were
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controlled with a pump �Model FSe, Haake, Germany�. A
50 /125 �m �core/cladding diameter� optical fiber delivered
light from a 630-nm light emitting diode �LED5 23RED,
17 nm full width at half maximum, LED Light, Inc., Carson
City, NV� in perpendicular incidence with the film. A
1.50 /1.55 mm fiber on the opposite side of the film collected
the transmitted light and delivered it to the spectrophotom-
eter �SD2000, Ocean Optics, Inc., Dunedin, FL�. Both deliv-
ery and collection fibers were located at 1.5 cm depth within
the phantom, parallel to the top surface, and perpendicular to
the EBT film �lot No. 35322-003I�. Spectra of the light trans-
mitted by the film were obtained for approximately 10 s
prior to the start of an exposure, during the exposure, and for
several minutes after the exposure at a rate of approximately
one spectrum per second. For each spectrum, an absorbance
spectrum was calculated using the initial transmitted light as
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FIG. 2. Picture and schematic of the modified phantom, with plastic water
lines on either side of the film and optical fibers. The center axes of the
water lines run parallel at 1.7 cm distance to the optical path, at 1.5 cm
depth.
the background
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�A��� = log10
�IR��� − ID����
�IS��� − ID����

, �1�

where R refers to the reference spectrum, D refers to the dark
spectrum, and S refers to the sample spectrum of interest.
The change in optical density ��OD� was then calculated by
integrating the absorbance between 630 and 640 nm,

�OD =
1

�n − �1
� �

i=1

n−1 ��A + �Ai+1

2
���i+1 − �i� . �2�

The �OD was plotted as a function of time. The data ob-
tained during pre-exposure and postexposure intervals were
fitted to linear functions; the data for the exposure interval
were fitted to a third-order polynomial. Using the intercepts
between these lines, and subtracting the �OD before expo-
sure from the �OD at the end of exposure, the real-time
�OD for the given dose was calculated.11,20

A small hole was drilled parallel to the collection fiber to
accommodate the thermocouple wire. The temperature of the
film was measured using a thermocouple sensor �Fluke 179,
Fluke Co., Everett, WA�, positioned 4.5 mm from the center
of the film. In a separate set of measurements, two thermo-
couples were used to verify the equivalence of temperature at
the two positions: one measured at the position of the center
of the film and the other at the regular position of the ther-
mocouple. It was found that the temperatures of the thermo-
couples were always within �0.4 °C, and for 75% of the
time they were within �0.2 °C of each other for the entire
experimental range of 22–38 °C. For the irradiations, film
was inserted into the holder at least 15 min prior to measure-
ments. The temperature measured by the thermocouple
4.5 mm from the film was recorded before and after each
exposure. The temperature during the exposure was taken as
the average of those two measurements.

For irradiation with a 6 MV beam, the phantom was po-
sitioned, without any extra buildup, under the linear accel-
erator at 100 cm SAD �98.5 cm SSD�. A 10�10 cm field at
SAD was used. Each film was irradiated to a nominal
100 cGy dose �no correction for lack of backscattering ma-
terial was made� at 130 cGy /min dose rate. Spectra of the
light transmitted by the film were collected and used to cal-
culate the �OD of the film for 100 cGy dose at the measured
temperature. For part of the study, another set of films was
similarly irradiated to doses 50, 100, 200, or 400 cGy.

II.B. Absorbance and sensitivity dependence on water
content

For the purpose of this work, the LiPCDA was grown in
two forms. The hair-like form, employed commercially as
the active component in GAFCHROMIC® EBT dosimetry
film, was grown in a gelatin binder and coated onto a single
piece of polyester. This is referred to as unlaminated film A.
The second, plate-like form, which is not used commercially,
was also prepared in gelatin and coated onto polyester. It is

referred to as unlaminated film B. The standard commercial
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GAFCHROMIC® EBT film product is constructed by lami-
nating two pieces of the unlaminated film A to one another.
Thus, several pieces �2.5�2.5 cm2� of the standard EBT
configuration �fully laminated film� were made from film A.
Samples of this EBT film together with the unlaminated film
A were then dried over calcium chloride desiccant in a 50 °C
oven for 24, 48, 60, and 126 h. The visual densities �i.e.,
optical density measured by a densitometer having a re-
sponse weighted to that of the human eye� of the unirradiated
desiccated films were measured at ambient temperature
�20–24 °C� on an X-Rite 310T transmission densitometer
�X-Rite, Inc., Grand Rapids, MI�. The films were then irra-
diated to a dose of 3 Gy at a rate of approximately 2 Gy /min
in a Pantak 160 x-ray cabinet �Agfa, Mortsel, Belgium�.
They were positioned about 30 cm from the focal point of
the tube and exposed to a 150 kVp 20 mA beam filtered
through 2.0 mm of aluminum. Ten minutes after the end of
the irradiation, the visual densities of the films were remea-
sured, and the change in visual density ��ODv� due to the
radiation exposure was calculated. The net changes in visual
density of the desiccated samples were compared to the cor-
responding values for films which were not desiccated.

A piece of unlaminated film A was also irradiated as de-
scribed above and the absorbance spectrum of this film was
measured with a GBC Cintra 20 ultraviolet �UV�-visible
spectrophotometer �GBC Scientific Equipment Pty., Ltd.,
Melbourne, Australia� 30 min after the end of irradiation.
The spectrum of unirradiated unlaminated film A was also
obtained and subtracted from the irradiated film spectrum to
calculate the net change in absorbance due to the radiation
exposure. These two films were then desiccated in a 50 °C
oven and the spectra were remeasured after 24 and 48 h,
with the spectrum of unirradiated film used as background.
Following this, the desiccated films were rehydrated by sus-
pending them over water in a sealed container at room tem-
perature. The films were not in contact with liquid water. The
absorbance spectra of the rehydrated unlaminated film A
samples were again measured after 96 h.

In order to investigate whether an intermediate state be-
tween the regular hydrated form and the desiccated form of
LiPCDA exists, a large uniform piece �7.5 cm�7.5 cm� of
film from a production roll was used. This piece of film was
exposed to an arbitrary dose resulting in optical density ap-
proximately equivalent to that observed for 10 Gy from high
energy x rays, and then cut up into smaller pieces �2.5 cm
�3.75 cm�. All of these were placed into the same desicca-
tor, with one piece removed at specified hours to measure the
UV-VIS spectrum. No unirradiated films were used to sub-
tract background.

Finally, the sample of unlaminated film B �made with the
plate-like form of LiPCDA� was irradiated to 3 Gy and an
absorbance spectrum was obtained for comparison to the
spectrum of the unlaminated film A samples after desiccation

and rehydration.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.A. Temperature dependence

The wavelength of maximum change in absorbance ��max�
as a function of temperature for films irradiated to 1 Gy is
shown in Fig. 3. Over the tested range of 22–38 °C a
straight line fit to the data is given by

�max = �644.7 � 0.5� − �0.41 � 0.01� � T�°C� , �3�

with the correlation coefficient R2 of 0.955. The trend of a
decrease in �max with increase in temperature was previously
observed for other radiochromic materials.10,11,28 This de-
crease appears to be independent of the dose received by the
film �Fig. 4�, and this is not unexpected since �max was pre-
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FIG. 3. Wavelength of maximum absorbance of films irradiated to 1 Gy as a
function of measured temperature. For this and subsequent figures, 6 MV
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viously shown to be dose level independent.12 The observed
fluctuations in the measured �max are possibly to be due to
variation in water content within the sensitive layer, since the
pieces of film are taken from the sheet randomly, and thus
some measurements are performed closer to the initial sheet
edge. As discussed in Sec. III C, the water content within the
sensitive layer plays a role both in the spectral absorbance
peaks and in the sensitivity of the film to ionizing radiation.

Figure 5 shows the �OD for a dose of 1 Gy as a function
of temperature. The net change in absorbance has been cal-
culated over the 630–640 nm range ��OD630–640 nm�, corre-
sponding to a range of about �5 nm around the wavelength
of maximum absorbance at room temperature. The
�OD630–640 nm changes linearly with temperature and de-
creases by more than 10% over the range. The fit is described
by

�OD630–640 nm = �0.631 � 0.001� − �0.00535 � 0.00004�

� T�°C� , �4�

with the R2 correlation coefficient of 0.916. This line of best
fit is later used as part of a temperature correction scheme.
To show that the �OD decrease is not due to the observed
shift in the wavelength of peak absorbance �max, the �OD at
each temperature was recalculated over a 10 nm wide band
centered on the observed �max. The �OD10 nm still decreases
�Fig. 5� with increasing temperature. However, the slope,
�OD10 nm /�T, is less negative than that for the previous
case, �OD630–640 /�T. This illustrates that the decrease in net
absorbance with increasing temperature cannot be attributed
solely to the shift in �max with temperature.

Given the linear dependence of �max and �OD630–640 nm

on temperature in the 22–38 °C range, a correction scheme
was designed and investigated. In this scheme the value of
�max was used to correct for the decrease in �OD630–640 nm

measured for pieces of film irradiated to 1 Gy dose. Substi-
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tuting the value of �max in Eq. �3� allows calculation of the
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predicted temperature Tp. A comparison between predicted
and measured temperature is shown in Fig. 6, together with
the lines of best fit and identity. For all five measurements,
the predicted temperature is within prediction error of the
true value.

The predicted temperature TP was substituted in Eq. �5�
and used to calculate a correction factor. This correction fac-
tor can be applied to the change in optical density at tem-
perature TP, �ODTP, to determine the change in optical den-
sity at 22 °C. The correction factor is given by

F =
�a + 22b�
�a + TPb�

, �5�

where a and b are the intercept and the slope of Eq. �4�,
respectively. The change in optical density corrected to
22 °C is

�OD22 = F � �ODTP. �6�

Figure 7 shows the effectiveness of this approach as well
as the spectral range approach where the �OD is calculated
over a wavelength range of �5 nm either side of the absorp-
tion maximum. While the �OD�630–640 nm� decreases as seen
previously �Fig. 5� by about 20% as temperature increases
from 24 to 37 °C, the change of �OD10 is significantly less
over the same temperature range. The approach of using �max

to determine the temperature and calculate a correction factor
appears to partially remove the systematic error �the line of
best fit has a small negative slope�, and the standard errors of
the corrected net optical densities are all less than 2.3%.

The equations describing the relationships of �max and
�OD�630–640 nm� to temperature are valid over the range from
22 to 38 °C for a dose of about 1 Gy. The effect of dose on
the correction factors has been investigated for doses from
0.5 Gy to 4 Gy. The results are summarized in Table I. Cor-
rection factors for doses of 1 Gy were determined twice. The
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values are shown in two columns. The first set �A� was used
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to correct the data shown in Fig. 7. The second set of values
�B� were obtained from new film samples cut from the same
sheet of EBT film from which set A was taken. From the data
in Table I it can be seen that the correction factors for the two
sets of 1 Gy irradiations are the same within experimental
error. While the values of the correction factors for doses of
0.5, 1, and 2 Gy are in close correspondence and often
within experimental error, the correction factors for 4 Gy
dose are significantly smaller. The reason for this difference
is unclear and it remains to be investigated further.
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the line of best fit �R2=0.029�.
resent 1� of a single �OD measurement and error in temperature readout.
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In a recent paper by Lynch et al., an increase in optical
density with increasing temperature over 18–33 °C range
during readout was reported.29 To understand the effect that
temperature has on the radiochromic medium in EBT, all the
data must be considered together, taking into account the
differences in measurement techniques. First, the background
with respect to which optical density was measured is air,29

whereas the background used in this real-time study is unir-
radiated film. Second, the previous study used a red channel
of a scanner, whereas the real-time study used a narrow
10 nm band corresponding to the main peak. The definition
of �OD is also slightly different, where the previous study
uses a technique that is better explained by the calculation
described by Reinstein et al.30

Increasing the range of wavelength to 600–660 nm and
using unirradiated film as the background still shows a de-
crease in real-time �OD with temperature �Fig. 8�. Using an
OD calculation technique30 similar to that a densitometer or
a scanner would employ, and subtracting OD of unirradiated
film, also showed the same trend �Fig. 9�. Thus, the com-
bined results show that OD of the film increases with tem-
perature during readout when compared to air and measured
on a densitometer at a later time �when OD no longer in-
creases significantly after irradiation�, but decreases with

TABLE I. Correction factors for the temperature corr
shown for a selection of predicted temperature value
exposed �two sets of films were exposed to 100 cGy

Tpred F50 cGy F100 cGy A

25.3�1.6 1.04�0.02 1.01�0.02
28.5�1.6 1.08�0.02 1.05�0.02
31.9�1.7 1.12�0.02 1.09�0.02
35.0�1.9 1.17�0.03 1.13�0.03
36.2�1.8 1.18�0.03 1.14�0.03
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FIG. 9. Normalized �OD of real-time measurements. The method of calcu-
lating �OD used in this article is shown with squares ���; the method
described by Reinstein et al. �Ref. 30� of predicting �OD measured by a
densitometer or scanner is shown with circles ���. Error bars represent 1�

of a single �OD measurement and error in temperature readout.
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temperature when compared to unirradiated film at that tem-
perature and measured immediately at the end of irradiation
which is also performed at that temperature.

Generally speaking, two explanations for the observed
temperature dependence can be proposed. First, a real-time
�OD decrease could be due to a decrease in sensitivity or
kinetics with increase in temperature. However, in most
cases it is expected that an increase in the temperature at
which irradiation occurs will result in increased sensitivity
and polymerization kinetics, so long as the temperature is
lower than that at which a phase change occurs. This in-
crease in sensitivity relates to greater atomic motion within
the solid phase at higher temperature and the increased like-
lihood that polymerization will be initiated between adjacent
molecules. On the other hand, if the temperature increases
sufficiently �above the melting point� to cause a phase
change, dramatic changes in sensitivity may result �diminish-
ing to zero� due to the loss of intermolecular order between
the diacetylene molecules. While it may be theoretically pos-
sible for liquid phase to have increased sensitivity compared
to solid phase, the authors do not know of any diacetylenes
exhibiting this characteristic. The melting point of the
lithium salt of PCDA used in EBT film is approximately
150 °C. Since increasing temperatures up to 37 °C does not
approach the melting point, we believe it is unlikely that the
negative change in net optical density is due to a decrease in
the intrinsic sensitivity or polymerization kinetics of the ac-
tive component.

An alternate explanation is that the absorption and reflec-
tion coefficients of the multiple components of the film �plas-
tic coating, adhesive, radiochromic suspension� are tempera-
ture dependent. When the optical density of the film is
measured with respect to air, it increases with temperature.29

However, when the unirradiated film at that temperature is
subtracted as background, and only the increase in OD of the
newly formed polymers is measured, this �OD shows a de-
crease with temperature. It is possible that the absorption
coefficients or reflection coefficients of the other components
in the film increase with temperature, while the absorption
and reflection coefficient of the polymer suspension decrease
with temperature. For real-time measurements, only the
�OD due to newly formed polymers is relevant to the dose,
as the optical properties of the film immediately prior to
irradiation are subtracted. However, for other uses of the
radiochromic film, understanding how the optical properties

n scheme, calculated for doses of 50–400 cGy and
e subscript denotes the dose to which the films were
oted A and B�.

F100 cGy B F200 cGy F400 cGy

.03�0.01 1.03�0.02 1.010�0.005

.06�0.02 1.07�0.02 1.019�0.005

.10�0.02 1.11�0.03 1.030�0.005

.13�0.02 1.15�0.03 1.039�0.006

.14�0.02 1.17�0.03 1.043�0.006
ectio
s. Th
, den

1
1
1
1
1

vary with temperature may be important. To resolve this is-
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sue, temperature dependence of absorbance spectra as well
as individual components should be investigated using a de-
veloped irradiated film, where optical density is no longer
increasing significantly with time for the duration of the ex-
periment. This type of experiment will be useful in under-
standing these materials, but is outside of the scope of this
article, which primarily focuses on real-time use of the ra-
diochromic medium.

III.B. Absorbance and sensitivity dependence on
water content

When films containing the lithium salt of pentacosa-
10,12-diynoic acid as the active component are desiccated
they undergo a significant change in sensitivity. The change
in visual density ��ODv� for regular �laminated�
GAFCHROMIC® EBT film and the unlaminated film A are
shown in Fig. 10, plotted as percent loss in sensitivity com-
pared to the �ODv for nondesiccated films. It can be seen
that the loss of sensitivity for the unlaminated film A occurs
much faster �within 24 h�, dropping by approximately 66%,
but thereafter remains stable. In comparison, the sensitivity
of the regular laminated EBT film decreases by roughly 25%
after 24 h. It continues to lose sensitivity at longer times,
stabilizing at just over 60% decrease in sensitivity at 60 h. In
the unlaminated film the active layer is coated on one side of
a polyester substrate and exposed to the environment. In the
regular EBT film the active layer is protected on both sides
by the polyester substrate. Presumably, the laminated film
loses water from the sensitive layer more slowly because
moisture must diffuse through polyester or through the active
layer and out the sides. The permeability of polyester to wa-
ter vapor is about 1.5�10−8 cm3 cm / �cm2 s kPa�.33 This is
more than two orders of magnitude less than the value of
8.6�10−6 cm3 cm / �cm2 s kPa� reported for mammalian
gelatin.31 The active layers in EBT film are composed of
about 60% gelatin and 40% active component. Since the ac-
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FIG. 10. Percent decrease in �ODv for a 3 Gy dose, following different
times in a desiccator at 50 °C.
tive component is significantly more hydrophobic than gela-
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tin, the permeability of the active layer to water is expected
to be less than that of gelatin alone.

Because the polyester is relatively thin �97 �m�, loss of
water through the polyester of the film samples will not be
negligible even though the permeability of polyester is much
lower than gelatin The EBT samples were about 2.5 cm
�2.5 cm, therefore loss of moisture from the center to the
sides is also slow. The distance over which a water molecule
must diffuse from center to edge is 1.25 cm �i.e., a distance
about 130� greater than the distance through the polyester�
partially offsetting the higher permeability of gelatin.

Since the sensitivity of the films containing the lithium
salt of PCDA as the active component change so dramati-
cally when desiccated, we believe that water molecules are
an integral part of the molecular structure. Further evidence
for this can be seen in the changes in the spectral absorbance
of the lithium PCDA polymer when irradiated film samples
are desiccated. Figure 11 shows the changes in the absor-
bance spectra of exposed unlaminated film A after desicca-
tion at 50 °C. The changes in the absorption spectrum occur
within 24 h. The absorbance peaks do not shift on further
desiccation thereafter. Figure 12 also illustrates this transi-
tion from hydrated to desiccated form at shorter time inter-
vals. Seemingly, at 4 h both forms exist, and after 5 h at this
temperature, the active component is desiccated.

When the desiccated film is reintroduced to a humid en-
vironment, the sensitive layer absorbs water. However, in-
stead of reverting to the spectrum prior to desiccation, a fur-
ther shift to longer wavelength occurs �Fig. 13�. We believe
this signifies reintegration of water into the molecular struc-
ture. Because the spectral absorbance differs from that prior
to desiccation, we believe that the conformation and struc-
ture of the polydiactylene after rehydration differs from that
prior to desiccation.

It has also been found that the visible absorption spectra
of the diacetylene polymers formed by radiation exposure of
the two particle forms are different. The polymer from the
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laminated EBT film.
hair-like form exhibits two peaks with the principal peak
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having an absorbance maximum at about 635 nm. The spec-
tra of polymer from the plate-like form is qualitatively simi-
lar, but the main peak is at approximately 670 nm.

Figure 14 shows absorbance spectra for the plate-like
form of polymerized lithium PCDA superimposed on the
spectrum of the polymerized hair-like form after desiccation
and rehydration. This rehydrated hair-like form has similar
absorbance maxima as the unlaminated film B, that contains
the plate-like arrangement of the active component. We take
this to indicate that the structure of the polymerized diacety-
lene is the same in each.

The data suggest that water is an important part of the
structure of the monomers and polymers formed from the
hair-like and plate-like of lithium pentacosa-10,12-diynoic
acid. It is likely that water molecules are important in estab-
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FIG. 13. Spectral comparisons of absorbance of desiccated, rehydrated, and

normal unlaminated EBT film irradiated to 3 Gy.
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lishing the molecular structure of the hair-like form and that
in this form the spacing and orientation of the diacetylene
units �LiPCDA� in adjacent diacetylene molecules is at least
partly responsible for the high sensitivity observed for EBT.
When the polymerized hair-like form loses water, it under-
goes a reconfiguration. The spectral shift suggests that the
conjugated polymer backbone has undergone a twisting lead-
ing to a change in the molecular �-orbital system, which is
formed from an overlap of electrons in atomic p orbitals.32

When this desiccated polymer is then exposed to moisture,
the water molecules are reintroduced in the polymer structure
with further changes in the molecular configuration. It ap-
pears that the resulting structure may be similar to the plate-
like form of the lithium PCDA.
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FIG. 12. Absorbance of unlaminated EBT film after
time in desiccator at 50 °C �arbitrary dose, equivalent
to about 10 Gy, but delivered using 254 nm UV light�.
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Although outside the scope of this article, some brief
comments on the importance of state of hydration of these
films during conventional dosimetry should be made. First,
the above results show the importance of state of hydration
on the structure of the diacetylene molecules, and thus on
their ability to polymerize. Since the state of hydration can
be altered by various events, such as elevated temperatures
or time in a desiccator, it is important to know the history of
the dosimeters prior to their use. Furthermore, it is important
to calibrate each batch separately, even if the sensitivity dif-
ference between batches is low, as they may have different
histories. The time between calibration and use of the dosim-
eter should also be short enough to not allow significant
change in the state of hydration of the remainder of the
batch, although the above results indicate that drastic steps
would need to be taken to greatly alter the films’ response.
And last, these results may have implications on the dosim-
etric procedure undertaken, as small pieces of films left for a
long time are more likely to dehydrate than films left as
manufactured. Although these effects would be small and
likely negligible over short periods of time, persons using
these dosimeters should be aware of the possible complica-
tions if care is not taken to keep them at reasonable environ-
mental conditions.

IV. CONCLUSION

Real-time �OD of GAFCHROMIC® EBT film �measured
over 630–640 nm, corresponding to the main absorbance
peak at 22 °C, using unirradiated film as background� for
1 Gy dose was shown to decrease by more than 10% when
the temperature was increased from 22 to 38 °C. This de-
crease could not be attributed to a decrease in wavelength of
maximum change in absorbance, �max. A correction algo-
rithm, using the shifting position of �max with temperature
and a temperature-dependent correction factor, was tested,
but showed only moderate improvement over using a 10 nm
range centered about �max. The decrease in �OD is suspected
to be due to a decrease in absorption coefficient of the poly-
mers with increase in temperature, but requires verification.
The sensitivity of EBT to ionizing radiation was shown to
also be a function of the hydration of the sensitive layer.
Water influences the three-dimensional structure of the
monomer crystals and desiccating the samples shifted both
the absorbance peak to a higher wavelength and decreased
sensitivity. Rehydrating the samples created an alternate
three-dimensional arrangement seemingly similar to that ob-
served in MD-55 film, the predecessor to EBT film, along
with a similar position in �max and sensitivity to radiation.
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